23 January 2019

VACANCY NOTICE

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
(Seniority level: Intermediate-Experienced)
ECLEXYS SAGL is a Swiss privately owned company founded in 2005, active in the fields of data
communication and security, whose core business is the development and sales of solutions and
services addressing specific technology-demanding, requirements. ECLEXYS combines hardware
and software expertise while keeping a strong focus on innovation, performance, optimization and
integration aspects. The know-how level is the result of long lasting experiences in research,
development and industrialization activities in the frame of technological work on industrial and
research projects.
Our innovative ICT-assisted healthcare solutions, leading over competitors, provides real-time
information that enables medical personnel and caregivers to take action before things go wrong
with outpatients or elderly people living alone. Automatic event notifications let assistance
providers to be always ahead of potential dangers.
About the role:
Looking for experienced -or junior, but highly motivated and autonomous- javascript gurus who can
code front end as well as back end with just the same ease. Closely work with the tech and design
folks who work in close contact with forefront EU researchers in the field. Guaranteed young,
stimulating and fun work environment.
What you'll do:
- Build software capability for the correct operation of very large networks of sensors
- Help build intuitive, highly-efficient, and performing interfaces
- Address key aspects of Security-by-Design and Privacy-by-Design to apply them in the product
What you'll need:
- 4yrs+ core javascript experience in Node.js, Angular, MongoDB. (Critical- the requirement can be
partly waived only in presence of extremely brilliant junior candidates)
- A Github profile, showcasing your recent work (Advisable)
- Good architectural & design skills
- The ability to own end to end responsibility - right from requirement to release
- The ability to produce bug-free and production grade code
Technologies used: angular.js, javascript, node.js, MongoDB (all critical); MySQL, REST, Gulp,
CSS3, HTML5, SASS (advisable)
Please send in your profile only after checking mandatory points above. Send us a quick line about
why you think you can be a great fit at office@eclexys.com
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